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The Emperor’s Couch

This hand-crafted couch, with a unique two-tone cream cushion 
against a charcoal fabric back, is undeniably the centrepiece of 
the living area. Its luxurious cushion, amplified with a one-of-
a-kind striped stitching to provide outstanding comfort and 
pressure distribution, is coupled with an antique brass metal 
frame with just the right curvature to make for comfortable 
armrests.

Willowy Storage Cabinet

This exquisite cabinet is the perfect expression of simplicity, 
held together by a luxurious brass frame. Meticulously crafted, 
this item comes in an Oak stained in Pearl and Silver coat — a 
metallic glossy finish of brownish grey – that is exclusive to  
The Residences at Mandarin Oriental, Bangkok.

The Queen’s Lounge Chair

The perfect complement to the couch, this chair is an object 
of desire whose simple lines and contrasting colours make 
a striking impression. Its luxurious soft cream cushion is 
juxtaposed with a charcoal leather back, held by a stunning 
winged metal frame in antique brass.

White Marble Coffee Table

Functional and long-lasting, this beautifully designed coffee 
table is an exquisite blend of the modern and the classic. From 
the top down, this unique piece is distinguished by a carved 
white marble top wrapped in sumptuous charcoal leather, 
supported by luxurious brass metal legs.

“A Weave of Gold” Side Table

Featuring a midnight-hued marble tray top framed by a sleek 
gold rim, this sensational side table gives equal emphasis to 
form and function. The tray top is supported by elaborately 
crafted brass legs, each wrapped in authentic charcoal leather, 
forming a sophisticated vertical pattern before coming together 
in a beautiful and intricate knotted design.

Willowy TV Cabinet

In an oak stained in pearl and silver coat, exclusive to 
The Residences at Mandarin Oriental, Bangkok, this TV cabinet 
comes in a pared-down, sleek design. Apart from the high-
quality oak wood, crafted into a geometry of balance and 
precision, the cabinet is bound by brass framings, with designer 
handles to finish off the look.
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Leather Worktop

The leather worktop is a paragon of design virtuosity, with 
handy drawers on both sides and a hidden cabinet in the leather 
center. The wooden top comes in The Residences’ signature 
colour of oak stained in pearl and silver contrasted with 
luxurious dark leather, held up with sleek, willowy antique brass 
railings.

Powder Stool

This simple yet exquisite powder table stool is both handy and 
comfortable. This seat is upholstered in a soft ivory fabric and 
set atop minimalist charcoal high gloss wooden legs.

Brass Rails Night Table

A rare and ingenious design, the brass rails night table infuses 
functionality with visual intrigue. A set of three wooden drawers 
in oak stained in pearl and silver is enclosed in an outer 
framework of delicate brass railings and tempered glass top, as 
if suspended in a glass case of exquisite beauty.

River Master Bed

A large bed tailored-made for the master bedroom, this 
exquisite design is noteworthy for its high gloss wooden frame 
and the unique luxurious winged design of the headboard, 
cloaked in a special soft-textured fabric on the inside, set off by 
a lavish leather exterior.

Two-Tone Leather Armchair

True to its concept of chromatic duality, this large elegant 
two-tone leather armchair comes in a very unique colour 
combination of cream and charcoal, supported by high-gloss 
wooden stilts.
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River Guest Bed

A large bed tailored for the guest bedroom, 
this fine delicacy is noteworthy of its antique 
brass legs with dark bronze finish and the 
unique luxurious brass and copper metal 
frame that encases the Ivory and cream 
leather headboard in a sleek modern design.

Copper Rails Night Table

A rare and ingenious design, the brass rails 
night table infuses functionality with visual 
intrigue. A set of three wooden drawers in 
oak stained in pearl and silver is enclosed in 
an outer framework of delicate brass railings 
and tempered glass top, as if suspended in a 
glass case of exquisite beauty.

Pale Green Leather Worktop

The pale green leather worktop is a paragon 
of design virtuosity, with handy drawers 
on both sides and a hidden cabinet in the 
leather center. The wooden top comes in The 
Residences’ signature colour of oak stained 
in pearl and silver contrasted with rare pale 
green leather, held up with sleek, willowy 
antique brass railings.

Black Wooden Chair

A perfect complement to the leather 
worktop, this wooden chair is crafted with 
timber in a high-gloss finish and lined with 
authentic ivory leather, in a simple design 
that combines comfort and function in equal 
measure.
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Sleek High Console

This sleek high table console is crafted with the utmost delicacy 
and thoughtfulness. Located in the foyer, the subtle beauty of 
this design is highlighted by ivory-coloured drawers rendered in 
a special eggshell pattern, set off by high-gloss, slender black 
antique brass metal legs.

White Marble Dining Table

Functional and durable, this beautifully designed dining table 
is an exquisite blend of the modern and the classic. From the 
top down, this unique piece is distinguished by a pristine white 
marble top, set atop a striking two-tone dark timber and brass 
metal column.

Pale Green Dining Chair

True to its concept of chromatic duality, this large elegant 
pale green leather dining chair comes in a very unique colour 
combination of pale green and charcoal, supported by high-
gloss wooden stilts.

Shoes-Changing Stool

An eminently functional and comfortable stool for changing 
shoes, this deign features a low-rise leather back and white 
timber frame topped with a soft cushion in Umber.

Charcoal Wheeled Cabinet

Durable and highly functional, this wheeled cabinet serves as an 
extra storage unit within the powder rooms and bathrooms. It’s 
modernist frame is made with charcoal veneer wood with brass 
linings, and is set on wheels for extra convenience.
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Tai Ping Yukatai Rug

Specially designed and hand tufted at The House of Tai Ping, a 
specialist in creating bespoke rugs tailored to the preferences 
and requirements of its customers, this Yukatai loose carpet rug 
is an exquisite blend of earth tones and exotic patterns.

Hand Tufted Rug 

Simple and understated, this nylon and viscose hand-tufted rug 
featuring an intricate pattern and dark linings is hand-picked for 
The Residences’ master bedrooms.

Hand Tufted Rug

Simple yet rich detail, this nylon and viscose hand-tufted rug 
featuring an intricate aquamarine pattern set off by dark linings 
is hand-picked for The Residences’ guest bedrooms.

Fromental Artisan Silk Wallpaper

This delicate artisan silk wallpaper in a 20th Century Prunus 
Pattern is a one-of-a-kind Fromental masterpiece, designed 
exclusively for The Residences’ master bedrooms. Artists at 
Fromental, a London-based specialist in luxurious home décor 
fabrics that blend classic British and contemporary design 
motifs with the ancient art of embroidery, handcrafted this 
headboard, using the finest silk and paints to create an opulent 
and elaborate Prunus in Bitumen pattern.

Fromental Artisan Silk Wallpaper

This supremely delicate artisan wallpaper in a Chinoiserie Gun 
Powder Pattern is a one-of-a-kind masterpiece by Fromental, 
a London-based specialist in luxurious home décor fabrics that 
blend classic British and contemporary design motifs with the 
ancient art of embroidery. Artists used the finest silk and paints 
to handcraft this sublime and elaborate Chinoiserie Piece.
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